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Did you get a new camera and you’re still debating
whether or not get a new lens? Like most of us,
getting into photography for the first time, we started
with a “kit” lens. Nowadays, modern kit lenses have
mostly addressed numerous issues like lack of
sharpness, aberrations, chromatic fringing not to
mention a gimmicky build quality with slow, noisy
autofocus, they’re
made them strong
choices for the
beginner (but also
advanced)
photographer.
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an indirect effect on your image’s perspective.
Let’s talk about Focal length first, for years, with SLR
and DSLR cameras, the 50mm focal length has been
known as "normal" or "standard." The perspective
afforded by the 50mm lens, when used on a 35mm
film camera or full-frame DSLR, closely approximates
that seen by your own eyes, minus your peripheral
vision.

What is focal length?
The focal length of a
lens is the distance from
that lens's rear nodal
point to the image
As you progress in
plane (often illustrated
your photography,
by the "Φ" symbol on
you’ll find yourself at
the top plate of a
“gear” crossroads to
camera body) is the
make the next
distance from that
decision, which lens
lens’s rear nodal point
to add to your bag?
to the image plane
We’re not offering
when the lens is
equipment advise,
focused at infinity.
but we’ll help you
Changing this distance
with an brief introduction to the types of lenses
by zooming or putting different Any lens with a wider
available and their most common purpose.
view than that of a standard lens on a full-frame
Remember, lenses are just tools for your craft, how to sensor, for example, is referred to as a "wide-angle"
use them is ultimately your decision. As long as you’re lens. The wider field of view is quantified with a focal
aware of their advantages and limitations.
length smaller than that of the standard lens, i.e.
24mm coupled with a full-frame sensor. A telephoto
The lens defines the fundamental image
lens is one with a focal length that's longer than a
characteristics of magnification, angle of view and
standard normal lens, which sees a narrower angle of
perspective; this is why, lenses are designed for a
view and captures a magnified image. lenses on a
variety of purposes.
camera changes the photographer's field of view.
A change in focal length allows you to come closer to
the subject or to move away from it; which also have
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Primes vs. Zooms
A "prime" lens has a fixed focal length. A zoom lens
expands and contracts (internally or externally) and
has an adjustable focal length. Prime lenses almost
always have better optical quality than zooms of the
same focal length neighborhood, but today's zooms
are very good and always improving to the point
where fewer and fewer photographers carry prime
lenses anymore. Zoom lenses almost always contain
more glass elements than a prime lens, and the more
glass that light has to pass through, the more chances
are that the light is degraded in some way.
The largest single benefit of the zoom is the
versatility: the photographer can stand in one place
and frame the image in the viewfinder, or on the LCD,
by zooming in or zooming out from a subject. With a
prime lens, either you, or the subject, may have to
move to compose the shot you envision.
The biggest benefit of a prime lens, aside from optical
quality, is the fact that many have larger lightgathering power than their zoom brethren. A largeraperture lens allows a given camera to photograph in
less light than one with a smaller aperture, such as
those common to zoom lenses. The secondary benefit
is that they are usually lighter and smaller than zoom
lenses.
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reason is that the smaller sensor multiplies the focal
length of a lens by a crop factor of 1.5x or 1.6x,
though this may bary based on the sensor size.
Some digital camera lenses are designed to reduce
the size of the image forming circle as compared with
traditional 35 mm lenses. The result is a decrease in
the telephoto effect, which allows for wider angles of
view; also, there is a reduction in a lens’ size and
weight. Confirm the size of the sensor in your
camera’s specifications.
On a full-frame camera, the 50mm is perfect for
many photographic tasks: travel, landscape,
portrait, group shots. On a camera with a smaller
sensor, the 50mm is still versatile and, for portrait
work, it is superb.
Wide Angle Lens

Wide-angle lenses (short focal length) capture a
broader view of a scene than a standard lens does by
making subjects appear smaller than they would with
a normal lens, except in the immediate foreground
where the subject is enlarged and exaggerated. A
wide-angle focal length is handy for large scenes and
in locations where it is not possible to move back far
enough to photograph the entire scene. Wide-angle
Normal Lens
lenses encourage a photographer to step into the
Lenses with a focal length of 50mm are referred to as
scene to fill the frame. Getting closer to your subject
“normal” because they work without reduction or
magnification to generate two-dimensional images in gives the composition a sense of involvement, by
placing the viewer inside the action rather than at a
a manner camera manufacturers considered similar
distance from it.
to how humans see a scene with our naked eyes,
which encompasses an angle of view of about 47deg. Wide-angle lenses capture more subject detail by
providing greater depth of field (the area of
The straightforward optical qualities and minimal
acceptable sharper) at any given aperture than does a
amount of distortion of a normal lens allow the
normal or telephoto lens, making them great for
formation of what was considered a natural
photographic representation of the size relationships photographing landscapes.
of the subjects that make up a composition.
Telephoto lens
A DSLR with a full-frame sensor continues this
tradition of using a 50 mm lens as its normal focal
length. However, since most DLSRs use a smaller size
sensor, a shorter focal length lens (somewhere in the
range of 31-38 mm) is needed to produce the same
angle of view as a 50 mm lens on a film camera. The

Telephoto lenses have a narrower angle of view than
a normal lens and make subjects appear larger. They
also have less depth of field at any given aperture
than normal or wide-angle lenses, rendering the
subject sharply while the foreground and background
are out of focus, thereby making the subject stand
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out. However, the limited depth of field means that
accurate focus is critical.
Unlike wide-angle lenses that stretch visual space,
telephoto lenses compress space, making subjects
appear closer together than they really are. This can
be useful in creating visual interest through unusual
perspective. On the downside, telephoto lenses
magnify lens movement, so they require faster shutter
speeds or blurring will result. Telephoto lenses, which
end to be heavy and bulky, are not as fast as other
lenses, having a higher starting aperture, and often
require a tripod or other support.
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A perspective control lens shifts up, down or sideways
to correct for perspective distortion of parallel lines,
such as on buildings, which diverge toward each other
when the camera is tilted.
All in one lenses

All-in-one zooms are those that provide at least a 10x
range, covering wide-angle to moderate or longer
telephoto focal lengths and provide extreme focallength ranges in a single lens that’s relatively
lightweight and compact, and more affordable than a
collection of multiple primes and zooms. The primary
advantage of a single lens that can handle most
common subjects, from expansive landscapes to
telephoto details, in addition to reducing the size,
A telephoto is useful when it is not possible to get
weight and price of your system as a whole, is that you
physically close to a subject, allowing photographers
can explore a variety of compositions and perspectives
to take detailed pictures of distant subjects.
without needing to change lenses. This is a benefit for
A short telephoto focal length is excellent for
two reasons. First, you can react more quickly to your
portraiture. It permits a photographer to stand back
subject. Second, anytime you switch lenses, you’re
from the subject and delivers a highly naturalistic
exposing your rear lens element and your camera
rendition of the human face, avoiding the distortion
sensor, potentially introducing dust and moisture.
typical of shorter focal lengths, which exaggerate
Careful handling of your gear when swapping lenses
whatever is closer to the lens, usually the nose and
will help mitigate this, but it’s a concern you won’t
chin. Wide-angle focal lengths also tend to stretch the have with an all-in-one zoom. However, these are also
shape of the human head, giving it an unnatural
“slower” than other lenses, so you can expect low
appearance. A longer focal length is good for tight
performance in low light and slow auto-focusing.
compositions of small objects because you don’t have
to be right on top of the subject to fill the frame. The
extra working space also leaves room for the
Ultimately, there can be no such thing as a “normal”
placement of artificial light or the use of flash. A longer lens since there isn’t just one normality; it all depends
focal length is commonly used to capture close-range on how one sees the world. Some prefer wide open
sports action. Wildlife photographers regularly use
expanses, whereas others like a tighter, narrower
extremely long focal-length lenses to make close-up
view. Vision is not fixed and can change depending on
views of distant animals.
the subject or the maker’s state of mind. So go ahead
and experiment, use different focal lengths or
physically changing the camera-to-subject distance to
Special-Purpose Lenses
see how it affects your composition and the results
A macro lens, which is used in extreme close-up
you desire.
photography, focuses on subjects from a close
distance, often allowing small subjects to be
photographed in real size or 1:1 ratio.
A fisheye lens has a super-wide angle of view, up to
180 deg. It produces tremendous depth of field and
extremely exaggerates the differences in size between
subjects that are close to the camera and those that
are farther away.
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January 2017
Color Projected
Judged by Houston CC
Title

Maker

Club

A-Winter-tree
A Mothers Love
Scruffy Derek
Rhythm of Green
Sossusvlei Sunrise

John Miguez
Kathy Reeves
Gregory Daley
Ming Yang
Inge Johnsson

Lafayette PS
Louisiana PS
Lafayette PS
Plano PC
Plano PC

Score

Award

14
14
14
13
13

1st
2nd
3rd
1st HM
2nd HM

Score

Award

Mono Projected
Judged by Jackson PS
Title

Maker

Club

Joe

Debbie Burkheiser

Lafayette PS

14

1st

New York Is My Home
Winter Reflections
Big Splash
Labyrinth

Linda Medine
Zelma Lias
Kathy Reeves
Robin DeRouen

Louisiana PS
Nacogdoches PA
Louisiana PS
Plano PC

14
13
13
12

2nd
3rd
1st HM
2nd HM

PJ Projected
Judged by Dallas CC
Title

Maker

Club

Score

Award

Holding On
Student in the Rain,
Machu Pichu
Speed Demon
Quick Catch
Bull's Victory Dance

Inge Vautrin

Oklahoma CC

15

1st

Marea Downey
George Howell
Tom Savage
Derrell Dover

Plano PC
Cowtown CC
Cowtown CC
Oklahoma CC

12
12
12
12

2nd
3rd
1st HM
2nd HM

Score

Award

Cowtown CC

13

1st

Lafayette PS

12

2nd

11
11
11

3rd
1st HM
2nd HM

PJ Prints
Judged by Dallas CC
Title

Maker

No School
Ron Shue
Mozambique Basket
Fishing
Greg Daley
Calgary Stampede
Steer 133
Ball On The Rim

Club

Tom Oelsner
GNOCC
J. D. McClung
Oklahoma CC
Carol McCreary Oklahoma CC
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GSCCC Competition Schedule ‘16-’17
Month

Competition

Judging Club / Send Entries to:

FEBRUARY

Pictorial Prints

Louisiana Photographic Society
Gene Bachman

Color & B&W

1443 Westchester Drive, Baton Rouge, La 70810

Nature Projected
Digital & Prints

Lafayette Photographic Society
Pat Leger
414 Steeple Chase, Lafayette, LA 70506

MARCH

Cowtown Camera Club

Pictorial

Tom Savage

Projected Digital

savagetom@charter.net; 817-229-7655

Photojournalism

Slidell Photography Club
Tess Cottage, Tc01hm@aol.com

Projected Digital &
Prints

PJ Projected
Cowtown CC
Oklahoma CC
Plano PC
Slidell PC
Lafayette PS
GNOCC
Louisiana PS
Central Texas PC
Houston CC
Nacogdoches PA

43
42
38
35
31
29
28
24
23
10

26032 Pichon Rd.; Lacombe LA, 70445

PJ Prints
Oklahoma CC
Cowtown CC
GNOCC
Lafayette PS
Slidell PC

39
38
36
334
16

Color Projected
Lafayette PS
Plano PC
Louisiana PS
Dallas CC
GNOCC
Houston PC
Oklahoma CC
Slidell PC
Cowtown CC
West Bank CC
Central Texas PC
Nacogdoches PA

50
48
45
44
43
42
39
38
38
38
37
27

Mono Projected
Plano PC
Louisiana PS
Lafayette PS
Houston PC
Oklahoma CC
Dallas CC
GNOCC
West Bank CC
Slidell PC
Nacogdoches PA
Central Texas PC

47
46
46
43
41
41
39
38
36
22
9

From our GSCCC Secretary-Treasurer
Just a quick note to wish a great beginning of 2017 and
remind you that Membership Dues will be collected in
March. Also, if your Club has changed any board officer,
please send an updated roster and contact information to
yours truly,
Rose Parker (parker52@cox.net).
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Pictorial
Color Projected

1st Place
“A Winter Tree”
By John Miguez
From Lafayette PS

12 Clubs
Participating

Pictorial Color Project
2nd Place
“A Mother Love”
By Kathy Reeves
From Louisiana PS

Pictorial
Color Projected
3rd Place
“Scruffy Derek”
By Gregory Daley
From Lafayette PS
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Pictorial Monochrome Projected

1st Place
“Joe”
By Debbie Burkheiser
From Lafayette PS

12 Clubs
Participating

Pictorial Monochrome Projected
2nd Place
“New York Is MyHome”
By Linda Medine from Louisiana PS

Pictorial
Monochrome
Projected
3rd Place
“Winter
Reflections”
By Zelma Lias
From
Nacogdoches
PA
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PJ Projected

1st Place
“Holding On”
By Inge Vautrin from Oklahoma CC

10 Clubs
Participating

PJ Projected —2nd Place
“Student In The Rain, Machu Pichu”
By Marea Downey from Plano PC

PJ Projected - 3rd Place—
“Speed Demon”
By George Howell
From Cowtown CC
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PJ Prints

1st Place
“No School”
By Ron Shue from Cowtown CC

5 Clubs Participating

PJ Prints—2nd Place
“Mozambique Basket Fishing”
By Greg Daley from Lafayette PS

PJ Prints- 3rd Place
“Calgary Stampede”
By Tom Oelsner from Greater New Orleans CC

2017 DEWITT COUNTY SHUTTERBUGS
PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST AND EXHIBITION
Location:
Cuero Municipal Library, 144 E. Main Street,
Cuero, Texas, 77954 (note: The library will be
in this temporary location while renovations
are being completed)
Hours:
Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30, Saturday 9:00-12
noon
SEE FLYER AND INFO ATTACHED.

20th Nature
Photography Summit &
Trade Show
March 2—4, 2017
Jacksonville, Florida

Hosted by Cowtown Camera Club
Click Here to Learn more

https://www.facebook.com/groups/260653404312222/

THANK YOU!

GSCCC Reps, please keep digital
files of all prints submitted for

Thanks to all the participant to the competitions and
Congratulations to the winners for those
magnificent images. Special thanks to last months’
competition judging clubs:

granted a 1st, 2nd or 3rd Title,

Dallas CC, Jackson PS & Houston CC

please email the digital files to

And last, but not least, thanks to our collaborators,
your ideas keep this Newsletter interesting.

competition. If your image is

Editor, Sandra Gaitan
[sgaitan52@gmail.com]
Thank You.

Gulf States Camera Club Council
affiliated with the Photographic Society of
President………………....…………….....…..Gene Bachman
1443 Westchester Drive, Baton Rouge, LA 70810
gbachman@cox.net
(225) 766-3377
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P.O. Box 3826
photography@captaingreg.net
(310) 463-6626
Secretary-Treasurer…….........……….……….Rose Parker
300 Valencia Drive, Luling, LA 70070
parker52@cox.net
(985) 785-8158
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Directors
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425 S. W. 53rd St, Oklahoma City, OK 73109
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